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Robin Miller skittered off  the path into a wilderness of  shrubs and threw himself  down, lying flat against the 
cold, damp earth. A heavy tread of  feet approached.

He barely glanced up as the guards passed, but caught a flash of  chainmail and their strange wooden masks and 
painted smiles. Their swords clattered as they marched by. He held his breath long after they’d passed, for fear the 
rumors of  their supernatural sense of  hearing were true. A honeybee droned past and squeezed its cumbersome body 
into a delicately perfumed daffodil blossom.

Robin waited until he could no longer hear their footsteps before crawling towards the enormous wooden wall 
that ringed the village, its spikes seeming to pierce the spring sky. He stopped as a nearby rhododendron bush 
quivered. Alice emerged, her pale-yellow hair falling messily around her grimy face.

“What are you doing?” Robin demanded. “Did you follow me?”
“Yes, I did.” Alice shot him a furious look. “I can’t believe you’re going through with this!”
Robin ignored her as he removed the stolen trowel from his pocket. He began to dig at the foot of  the fence.
“Stop it, Robin,” Alice whispered. “You’ve gone mad!”
“I have to know what’s out there.” Robin thrust the trowel into the earth, glad for the strength in his arms. Perhaps 

there were benefits to the long days of  toil after all. He ached from shoulder to wrist by the time he’d dug deep enough 
to clear the wall’s foundations.

“Have you forgotten what’s on the other side?” Alice looked incredulous. “Do you want to let the demons in? Is 
that what you want?

“Tell me this,” Robin said, taking pause for breath, “if  there really are demons out there, how comes we don’t 
hear or see them? And if  the land outside really is a chasm of  fire, how comes we don’t feel its heat in winter? They 
say there are birds bigger than horses, with barbed heads and razor-claws, but why don’t we ever see them flying over 
the village?”

“The guards keep them away,” Alice replied. “You know they do.”
Robin shook his head. “I don’t know anything anymore.”
Alice grabbed his arm as he began to widen the trench. “You were ill, Robin. That’s all. You didn’t sleep. Your 

mind’s running round and round in circles with all sorts of  nonsense. You’ll be better tonight. Just come back with 
me.”

“I wasn’t ill. Not like you mean. I threw up my food and my ambrosia. It was horrible at the time but by dawn my 
thoughts were as clear as water. What I’m saying is obvious when you think about it.”

“I don’t want to think about it.” Alice’s face was both resolute and sad. “Come back now, before they see we’re 
missing. The work bell will ring soon.”

“I’ll be back in time for work, Alice, don’t worry. You go and leave me be. You’re slowing me down, and I’m not 
going to stop digging until I see what’s out there with my own eyes.”

Alice tried to still his arm one last time, but he carried on digging and soon heard her light footsteps receding. 
He stopped digging when the channel was wide enough for him to fit into. Robin scooped out the earth, throwing 

it over his shoulder as he tunneled up the other side of  the wall. Soon enough, he hit the surface, his fingers sinking 
into thick earth and roots. He pulled with all his might and a clod of  grass came away in his hand.  

Robin wiped the sweat and earth from his face before squirming into the hole and crawling up through the mud 
and dirt. 

The first thing he noticed beyond the wall was the sky. It was exactly the same shade of  blue as the sky on the 
other side. It did not look like the roiling, burning skies Robin had pictured the demons and beasts roaming beneath. 

It looked as if  he was in a deep depression that ran around the wall’s perimeter. He lay still as he waited for the cry 
of  demonic beasts and birds, but all he could hear was the wind rustling through grass. 

Robin climbed the gentle slope before him. His heart thumped heavily as he anticipated the sight of  a scorched, 
hellish wasteland. But when he reached the top, he found himself  overcome with awe, not fear.  

Stretching before him, for as far as he could see, was a plain of  grass strewn with wildflowers of  all colors and 
shades. Bright red flowers towered next to violet petals and buttercup-yellow blooms mingled with midnight-blue 
plants. There were even colors Robin had no name for. The perfumes from the blossoms were so lush, that they made 
his head swim. 

In the distance, beyond the sea of  grass and flowers, were huge blue-grey rocks topped with jagged peaks. 
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Mountains, thought Robin, recalling his father’s tales of  towering stones standing over the land like silent guardians. 
He nearly strode out into the grass but stopped, worrying that, if  he continued, he might never turn back. As he 
looked back to the wooden wall, his eyes stung with furious tears. “Liars! Thieving liars.”

The work bell tolled, as if  on cue, and had it not been for the thought of  his mother and sisters stuck in the village, 
he might have ignored its call. But he knew only too well how they would be made to suffer if  he didn’t turn up for 
work in the scrubby fields, tending vegetables and milking the frail and worn cows. “And for what?” he whispered. 

He took one last look at the field of  colors and the mountains before making his way back through the tunnel. 
But as he scrambled back through, Robin vowed to find a way to get everyone out. 

Robin dusted the earth from his ragged clothes and hair and began inventing a story for his filthy appearance. He’d 
been careless and taken a fall in the mud. That took care of  that. 

The bell again. Robin ran, threading his way through the bushes and weeds before emerging on the path before 
the field. He’d never considered how small the field was before, but it looked tiny compared to what he’d just glimpsed 
beyond the wall. As he thought of  the wildflowers and the crushed blue and purple of  the mountains, he crossed his 
fingers so their colors wouldn’t show in his eyes. 

Robin’s hair fell over his face as he stumbled towards two guards. One gargled something and kicked him in the 
back, sending him to the earth. It couldn’t have been more perfect. Robin made a big show of  rising and falling back 
down and floundering in the dirt, before finally picking himself  up.

The guard hissed and nodded its smiling wooden face towards the squat building that housed the tools. Get to 
work.

Once out of  sight, Robin pulled from his pocket the trowel he’d used for tunneling and returned it to the rack. He 
reached for the only rake left, a rusty thing with a handle full of  splinters. The price for his lateness.

Robin trudged to the field of  dirt and began raking for stones. The other villagers worked silently around him, and 
he was relieved that none met his eyes for fear they’d see the wonder in them. He fought to dull his expression as he 
pictured the gorgeous landscape beyond the wooden wall. They’ve lied to us, he wanted to scream, Our whole lives 
have been lies. There’s no Hell, no beasts. Only beauty. But he kept his mouth shut, his eyes down and got to work, 
determined to bide his time. For if  he told them what he’d seen, the message would spread like wildfire and soon there 
would be rebellion. And the villagers would be cut down, for even though they outnumbered the guards three to one, 
the years had left them brittle and weak, fit only for weeding, sowing, and harvesting.

Robin glared at the huge white stone house at the top of  the forested hill. That was where the seat of  power lay; 
that was where their unseen ruler dwelt. Or so it was said. The strands of  an idea began to form in his mind. He 
needed to cause a distraction, something to keep the guards busy while he got the villagers out. A fire, perhaps. As he 
gazed at the house, he knew there was no better place for such a diversion, one that would neatly double as revenge. 
“Two birds, one stone.” 

He instantly regretted his words as a chainmailed fist thundered into the side of  his face. 
Three guards stood over him. The one that had struck him kicked the rake from his hand and pointed for him to 

pick it up. Robin did as he was told, knowing exactly what would follow. 
As he leaned down, a foot kicked him hard in the small of  his back, sending him falling to the dirt. 
Robin began to stand, waiting for another blow, but it never came. The closest guard pointed to the white stone 

house and shook his head. Robin nodded. He didn’t need to hear the guard’s demand to know its meaning; Work, and 
do not dare lay your peasant eyes on your betters. He lowered his gaze to the symbol emblazoned on the guard’s tunic, 
a crown suspended over the honeycomb. “Sorry.” The guard clasped Robin around the face and physically turned his 
head to the ground. Robin turned back to rake the earth for stones. 

“What was that about?”
Robin glanced up to find Thomas Huckstone standing beside him, resplendent as ever in white and yellow robes. 

Thomas’s head was inclined to one side as he waited for Robin’s response. 
“I stopped working, and I looked up at the house on the hill. That was my mistake.”
“Easily done,” Huckstone said, as if  he had ever done a day’s work in his life beyond acting as a lackey for whoever 

it was that lived in the white stone house. “What did you find of  interest upon the hill?”
Robin resisted the urge to grab the hideous little man by his stubby nose and twist it until it snapped. “Nothing. 

I just got distracted.”
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“Distractions are for nightfall, Robin. Daytime is for work. You don’t need me to tell you that. Perhaps you were 
distracted by your mother’s happy news.”

“Happy news? What, that she’s going to vanish off  to the hall, and we’ll never see her again? Do you mean that 
happy news?”

“I thought you’d be delighted,” a tiny smile played on Huckstone’s lips. “We spend our lives toiling in Hexcombe, 
Robin. And in the end we are rewarded, and your mother is no exception. Be pleased for her. She will never have to 
lift a hand in labor again.”

“And me and my sisters will never see her again. I’m sure that pleases you. You’ve wanted her gone since she 
turned you down mere days after my father vanished.”

Huckstone’s smile thinned. “Careful, Robin. I can easily summon the guards back. If  you continue to displease 
me, I might even have them smash your useless bones until they’re naught but powder. I’ve looked out for your family 
for more years than I care to recall. You should remember that.”

Robin swallowed his response and nodded instead. “Apologies, Mr. Huckstone, I’ve not been well these last few 
days.”

“Not well?” Huckstone asked. “In what way? I trust you’ve slept? I trust you’ve eaten? I trust you’ve drunk your 
ambrosia and rested well?”

Robin noticed the emphasis on the word “ambrosia.” He smiled. “The ambrosia was the only thing to cure my 
stomach and aid me to sleep. I feel better now.”

“Good,” Thomas Huckstone said. “Very good.”
“And I’m sorry for what I said,” Robin added.
“Then I shall accept your apology and bid strength to you and yours in these difficult times. You have a lot of  

responsibility resting on your young shoulders, for you shall have to be both mother and father to your dear little 
sisters soon. But for now, get to work, Robin. Get to work and keep your head down.”

Robin nodded, hoping he looked suitably chastised before gritting his teeth and ramming his rake into the hard, 
cold ground.

The day passed quickly, despite his aching limbs and the icy bite of  the April afternoon. For Robin’s mind wasn’t 
in the field but, instead, standing before a carpet of  wildflowers, lush green grass, and beyond, great blue mountains 
nestling against the sky. 

A bell rang, breaking his thoughts. His shadow fell long upon the ground and the moon was already rising, full and 
round. The workers began to trudge back to the tool house and Robin joined them, hanging up his rake and slipping 
a trowel into his pocket. Around him came snatches of  muted excitement, for it was the lunar feast, the one evening 
in the month when the villagers forgot their troubles. If  only for a while. Tonight, the ambrosia they supped each 
evening would be even more plentiful. Except for Robin, who had already decided to forgo his. Aside from the night 
before, when he’d thrown up, tonight would be the first night he’d been without ambrosia for fourteen years. But he 
was determined to keep his mind as clear as ice, even if  that meant missing out on the gorgeous warmth the ambrosia 
brought and the easy sleep which accompanied it. The thought now filled him with excitement and terror. Would he 
be the only one awake, apart from the guards, while Hexcombe slept? 

He opened the door to his hut and found an atmosphere of  excitement and good humor. His sisters sat cross-
legged, combing each other’s hair as they told stories. His mother watched from her bed in the corner. Her face was 
gaunt, her black and silver hair a straggle, but she was smiling as the girls spoke and laughed. At least she smiled, until 
her eyes met Robin’s. She gestured for him to sit at the foot of  her bed. “I’ve something to ask you.” 

“What is it mother?”
“Thomas Huckstone visited late this afternoon. He said you’d been in trouble with the guards. Did they harm 

you?” 
“Not really.”
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“What did you do wrong?” 
“I idled. And I was looking at the house on the hill.”
She placed her paper-dry hands over his. “You have to be careful, Robin, and stay out of  trouble. Thomas said I 

might be going to the hall by the end of  the week. I need to know you can look after your sisters and yourself  when 
I go.”

Robin looked into his mothers clouded green eyes. He lowered his voice to a whisper. “I saw something today, 
mother.”

“What did you see?”
“I saw what’s beyond the wall. There’s no Hell. There’s no demons. It’s beautiful out there. I’m going to show you. 

I’m going to show everyone!”
Robin hadn’t known how his mother would react, but he certainly hadn’t expected the look of  dread which 

crossed her face. “Oh, Robin. Why? Why did you do that? What were you thinking?”
“Did you hear what I said?” Robin fought to contain his anger. “They’ve lied to us! There’s no demons out there. 

The only demons are the ones who’ve kept us here. Your whole life… Father’s whole life…”
“I lost your father because of  such talk. Dreams of  escape.” Robin winced as his mother’s nails raked his hand. 

“I’m not going to lose you as well. You have to look after your sisters, Robin. That is all there is to it.”
Robin wiped away his tears of  frustration “I haven’t told you what’s out there. It’s beautiful, mother. I want to 

show you the other side of  the wall. The girls too. We can escape. We can all escape.”
His mother began to reply but a wracking cough stopped her, shaking her tiny frame. She shook her head, as if  

that might clear it. His sisters looked almost accusatory as they glanced up at Robin. 
“Robin.” His mother’s voice was barely a gasp now. “They’re coming for me. Soon. So I can live the rest of  my 

days in comfort.” She smiled, but it didn’t fool Robin. “Before I go, I need to know my children will be safe. That’s all 
I ask. Promise me you’ll look after the girls and never speak of  the wall again. Others have tried to leave Hexcombe 
and their heads have rotted away on top of  the gate. Promise me you’ll stop this folly.”

Robin nodded. A nod wasn’t a lie. But as he washed and put on clean clothes, his heart was more determined than 
ever.

A bell chimed three times, signaling the lunar feast. Robin peered through the window. The lights in the surrounding 
huts burned brighter tonight, as lean, expectant faces peered into the gloom. A line of  guards stepped through the 
narrow thoroughfare carrying trays of  food and drink and moments later, a boot struck their door. 

Charlotte, Robin’s older sister, ran over and opened it. Three guards entered, two flanking another who set down 
a tray in the center of  the room, their faces unreadable behind their masks.

The rich peppery scent of  vegetable soup wafted from the four bowls on the tray, causing Robin’s mouth to water. 
Beside the soup were a chunk of  bread and a tall, wide jug of  ambrosia. As Robin gazed at the sweet amber liquid, 
he wondered if  he might not be able to take a single sip. Just to ease his mind. He smiled as he imagined the drink’s 
sweet honeyed warmth.  

Instead, he filled a plate with a bowl of  soup and bread and took it to his mother, along with a cup of  ambrosia. 
She took the drink first, her face coloring a little, her eyes brighter. Her hands shook as she sipped a spoonful of  soup 
and nibbled at a pinch of  bread. As she ate, her eyes never once left the ambrosia. 

When she’d finished, Robin refilled her cup and took the remains of  her soup and bread and wolfed them down. 
Charlotte passed him a cup of  ambrosia and he nearly raised it to his lips when the image of  wildflowers stirring 
rustled like a breeze through his mind. Despite the tantalizing scent of  honey and sugar, Robin set down the cup. He 
glanced back to his mother. She was fast asleep, her face softened by a faint smile. 

When his sisters had finished eating and drinking, they climbed to their beds, their faces flushed sleepy and 
relaxed. The ambrosia jug stood empty and as Robin noticed how the cups were as dry as bone with not a single drop 
left, panic swept over him. His mind began to race with dark and desperate thoughts. Perhaps he should leave the 
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hut and find a guard, tell them he’d knocked over the jug. Just to get a single cup of  ambrosia to lend warmth for the 
night ahead. Robin pinched himself  and thought of  the flowers and mountains and the work he must do if  he was 
ever going to see them again.

The guards still patrolled outside the hut, their feet heavy in the spreading silence. Robin extinguished the candles 
and climbed into bed, waiting for the night to grow older. Usually, by this time, his head would feel light with 
sleepiness and his bed as soft as butter. But not tonight. Tonight he could feel every tangle in his thin blanket and 
every knot in the wood beneath his back. He closed his eyes, just for a moment, and exhaustion took over, sending 
him briefly into a dreamless sleep of  roiling darkness and nothing else. Then he heard the sound of  the door creaking 
open, accompanied by a heavy clunk of  boots.

It took a moment for him to realize he wasn’t dreaming and that there really was someone else in the hut.
He opened his eyes a crack to find five figures standing in the center of  the room with their backs to him. One 

set down a shielded lantern and by its dim glow he could see a large box beside it. One side looked like a blacksmith’s 
bellows with four long tubes trailing from it. 

One for each of  us.
Now he wished to God that he’d drunk the ambrosia. Anything to be asleep and unaware of  whatever horror was 

coming. Did this happen every lunar feast? Or every night? How would he know? Usually he was in a deep sleep by 
now and would stay that way till the bells tolled at the spread of  dawn.

The guards took up the tubes and one approached him where he lay. He clamped his eyes shut and forced himself  
to lie still, for as much as he wanted to defend himself  and his family from whatever was in store, no good would 
come of  it. 

He opened his eyes a fraction to see a guard’s painted smile shining softly in the lamplit gloom. It was bringing 
the tube up towards his mouth. He turned away and affected a gentle snore until a cold hand reached for his arm 
and pulled him over. The guard fed the tube into Robin’s mouth and clamped its hands over his lips and nose. Robin 
wondered if  the guard could feel his heart, which was now thumping so hard he could hear it in his head.

A whoosh of  air came from the center of  the room. He pretended to turn in his sleep until he could see the guard 
standing over the box and cranking some sort of  handle.

Stale air blew into his mouth for a moment until the guard turned the handle the other way and Robin’s breath 
was sucked back through the tube. He forced his hands to lie flat against the blanket, his heart thumping even harder 
now. If  the guard knew he was aware and awake, he’d be dead within seconds. He had no doubt of  it. He’d vanish that 
very night. Just like his father had.

The handle on the box continued to squeal as the air rushed from Robin’s chest. Within moments, it felt like he 
had no air left. Something tickled inside his chest. Something that felt like it was as much a part of  him as his hand. 
Slowly, it was being tugged away. He tried to force a breath through his nostrils, but the guard’s hand had not left the 
slightest gap. Then whatever it was that was being taken from him seemed to break away and it rushed up his throat 
and into the tube. He nearly screamed then as a terrible sense of  loss rushed over him. Am I dying? There was no air 
left in his lungs. Nothing. Still he gripped the bed, pretending he was merely underwater, that this was just a game. 

He was on the verge of  prising the guard’s fingers from his mouth and nose when the tube was removed and he 
was released.

Robin stole a breath, almost choking on it as he fought for another, gulping it down. But no matter how many 
breaths he took, he couldn’t seem to catch a single one. And even when his lungs were full and his heart was slowing, 
he still felt a horrible sense of  emptiness and loss. That it wasn’t just his air which had been taken, but something else, 
something that was the very essence of  him. He wondered if  it was his soul. 

The guard joined the others who had tended his mother and sisters and now stood in the center of  the room. The 
guard with the box reversed the handle and turned it until it seemed he could turn it no more and they threaded the 
tubes back in, sealing them within. 

Moments later, they were gone and the door clicked softly behind them. 
Robin was finding it almost impossible to keep awake, as exhaustion and that horrible feeling of  emptiness 

curdled his thoughts. It was if  someone had weighted his eyelids down with stones and there was little he could do to 
stop them closing. But he knew that, if  he closed them now, the next thing he’d hear would be the sound of  cockcrow 
as the light of  dawn washed through the windows. And the opportunity to escape would be gone, because he knew 
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he could not go another night without the ambrosia. Snores filled the hut, and if  his mother or sisters felt the loss of  
whatever had been stolen from them, they showed no sign of  it. He nearly woke them and told them to dress so that 
he could lead them from the hut and to the freshly dug hole. And from there to freedom beyond the wall. But even 
if  his sisters managed to keep silent, his mother’s frail faltering steps would give the guards plenty of  time to catch 
them. Besides, even if  they made it out, what about the rest of  the village? “No one deserves this,” Robin whispered, 
“It has to end tonight.” 

He shuffled to the window. The street was empty, and the other huts bathed in darkness. Robin dressed quickly, 
ignoring the inviting sight of  his bed and pinching the back of  his hand to disturb the cloud of  exhaustion hanging 
around him like fog.

Robin opened the door slowly and made his way out into the freezing cold night. The chill hit him hard, dissolving 
his tiredness. 

His progress through the village was easier than he’d expected. The streets were empty with only the occasional 
guard, and not one of  them seemed alert. And why would they be? They thought everyone was fast asleep, drifting in 
a stream of  ambrosia.

Robin glanced to the distant white building on the hill. He pictured it ablaze, a burning beacon drawing the guards 
to it while he set the villagers free. It would be a delicious irony, the seat of  their enslavement being the cover for their 
escape. 

Soon he left the cluster of  huts behind and made his way into the trees that ran up the side of  the wooded hill. 
Ahead was the long sloping roof  of  the hall where his mother was due to be sent for her reward. He’d never been so 
close to the place before. The hall’s bulk would be useful, though, giving him ample cover from the guards stationed 
at the main gates at the foot of  the hill. Robin wound his way through a stand of  birch trees, moving as stealthily as 
his shoes would allow. He leaned against an elm tree as a tread of  boots stomped upon the stony path close by. Two 
guards walked past, their lanterns lending their smiling wooden faces a ghostly sinister glow.

He waited before moving on. When he reached the clearing that surrounded the huge timbered hall, he spotted 
another pair of  guards at its entrance. Robin slipped off, keeping to the trees and making his way along the side of  
the building. 

Light spilled from a window and a sudden, terrible cry rang out. The hair rose on the back of  his neck and he 
was about to run when his innate curiosity got the best of  him and he crept over to the square of  waxy yellow light.  

The cry came again, louder and more urgent until it ceased abruptly, leaving eerie silence in its wake. Robin 
reached for the sill and hoisted himself  up to peer through the window. Inside the room were a long table and a great 
fire blazing in a hearth. As Robin saw the people sitting around the table, his heart thumped a little harder. At first, he’d 
taken them for strangers. Ancient, haggard strangers with pure white hair shining in the gloom, and faces so drawn 
and cracked they could have been carved from clay. But they weren’t strangers. He knew them. He’d worked with each 
and every one of  them out in the fields and they’d been taken to the hall mere days and weeks ago. And yet somehow, 
during that time they had managed to age decades. 

Guards with plates entered the room. Each sat beside a villager. Another guard filed in, this one approaching a 
man slumped in his chair. The guard set down a silver platter, picked up a carving knife, and approached one of  the 
villagers. 

Robin fell back to the ground, bile scorching his throat. He clamped a hand over his mouth and ran to the trees 
and threw up until there was nothing left in his stomach. He clung to a tree until his limbs no longer felt like they 
were made of  paper. Soon his nausea was replaced with fury. He glowered at the hall, the reward for a lifetime of  
backbreaking toil. Robin punched the tree trunk, ignoring the flare of  pain blazing through his hand. 

If  it hadn’t been for the few living villagers left inside the place, he would have burned it to the ground along with 
the house on the hill.

But there were people inside. What was left of  them.
He moved on with fresh vigor, his eyes fixed on the house towering over the hill. There was the cause of  all of  

this, and tonight he’d see it glow orange and red. Robin continued through the trees and climbed the slope. Towards 
the summit was another tall wooden fence tipped with spikes. Robin took out the trowel he’d stolen and used it to 
loosen the soil. Finally, when the depression was wide enough, he squeezed below the fence and emerged on the other 
side.
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Robin crept through the woods until lights twinkled nearby. Lanterns and candlelight. He could just make out the 
house through the trees, shining whiter than ever in the moonlight. He walked on until the house stood before him, a 
huge, austere slab. The windows were filled with the dim light of  candles which illuminated plush purple drapes. Two 
small windows were set at ground level. Robin searched for patrolling guards, but the way seemed clear. 

He stole across the lawn and stepped softly over the stony path that ran alongside the house.
The first window was locked, but as he made his way to the next, his pulse quickened. The window was ajar, and 

as he gazed into its darkness, the gravity of  his task struck him like a heavy blow to the stomach. 
Robin stepped back as a foul smell issued through the gap in the window. It was a stench of  death and decay, 

which made him think of  the dead rabbit he’d found in the fields last summer, its body teeming with maggots. 
He jumped at the sound of  footsteps. They were approaching the corner of  the building. Within moments he’d 

be spotted. Robin reached for the bottom of  the window and pushed it up with all his might. Slowly, the window 
rose. When it was high enough, he vaulted through. The smell of  death hit him like an invisible wall. He landed on 
something soft. Robin reached back for the window and pulled it down as a guard came into view. The stench of  
rotting seemed worse than ever. He clamped a sleeve over his mouth. 

As Robin looked down, he saw what had broken his fall. 
A dead body. A guard, horribly emaciated as if  some monstrous spider had sucked out its insides. 
Robin began to move on until he saw the room was filled with bodies, one piled upon another, covering the floor. 

Flies buzzed in the room, filling the air with their din. Robin’s stomach roiled as he searched for a way out. Across 
from him, he could make out a dim outline of  a doorway. He rose up and stumbled across the sea of  corpses, wincing 
at the cracking sounds coming from below his shoes. He batted at the flies that clung to his face like a ghastly beard. 
Robin grabbed the door handle and it turned. He opened it and stepped blindly out, desperate to be away from the 
room of  death. 

A corridor stretched to his left, empty but for flaming torches set in sconces on the white stone walls. To his right 
was a door. A curiously familiar squeaking sound came from within. Robin tiptoed towards the room and peered 
inside.

Someone stood inside with their back to him. They were cranking the handle on a box just like the one the guards 
had brought into Robin’s hut. The box that had been used to steal his air and whatever else that had been taken. Tubes 
ran from the box and snaked into a series of  cloth bags the size of  Robin’s hands. The figure stopped working the 
crank and threw the bags into a sack, and as it turned towards the door, Robin stole away. 

He ran softly along the corridor and ducked around the corner at the end. Before him stood a set of  plush, 
carpeted stairs. When Robin heard the sound of  the figure from the room coming towards him, he sneaked into a 
small shadow-filled place below the stairs. 

A shuffle of  footsteps echoed closer and he heard the sound of  someone talking, their voice barely a rasp, their 
words indistinct. It took Robin a moment to realize that the figure was talking to itself. Was it a guard? Or Hexcombe’s 
true master?

A shadow fell upon the wall before a figure turned the corner and passed into view. 
He looked ancient with hair as white as the walls, his long aquiline nose jutting from a shadowed face. He wore 

a smart grey shirt and mud-brown trousers and carried a large sack. As he passed below a fiery torch, Robin saw his 
eyes were as milk-white as his hair. They found Robin and the man stopped. 

“She’ll be happy now, the queen in the top of  her tower, with her invisible crown and reign of  power.” 
Robin stared back, unsure what he was supposed to say.
“She won’t be happy, Old Limes,” the man said, as if  disagreeing with himself, “Not at all. It’s never enough for 

her majesty, you know that.” He sighed, as if  carrying the weight of  the world, before shuffling along.
As Robin looked once more to his cloudy white eyes, he realized they were sightless. The man climbed the 

staircase and continued his conversation. “She’ll be happy for awhile, at least as long as these bags last.” He stopped 
and shook his head. “But not for long, Old Limes, not for long. She’s getting hungrier and hungrier and it won’t be 
long before she snaps you up. Bones and all. Bones and all.”

Robin listened as the old man climbed the staircase, mumbling about the queen, whoever she was, with her 
invisible crown and reign of  power. 
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The torch on the opposite wall flickered, sending shadows across the floor; as Robin watched it, he realized it 
was all he needed to start his fire. He could set fire to the room of  dead guards, and burn that horror away. But as he 
heard Old Limes mutter about this other occupant in the house, his curiosity was sparked once more. Robin climbed 
after him. 

At the top of  four flights was a long corridor with the same majestic purple carpet as the staircases. Old Limes 
shuffled along the hall, muttering as he went, “More honey for the queen. More essence for her majesty. And will 
she thank Old Limes? No she won’t. And will she free Old Limes, who is so worn by time he can barely stand? No 
she won’t. She’ll work Old Limes like a dray horse until he collapses. Then she’ll feast on his gnarled old bones.” He 
stopped and looked back, his blind eyes staring through Robin, who was only a few paces away. 

Robin stood still as stone as Old Limes cocked his head and continued to stare. They stood facing each other until 
finally, the old man sighed and continued on his way. He stopped near the end of  the corridor and turned to the wall 
and kicked it with his foot. A hidden door opened up and as Old Limes passed through it, Robin slipped in behind 
him. 

He found himself  in a short antechamber ending in a set of  double doors, their panels engraved with golden 
filigree and a crest. It was the same design the guards wore—a crown suspended over a honeycomb. From somewhere 
beyond the doors came a din which sounded very much like a giant kitten mewling.

“I’m here, Your Majesty!” Old Limes called. “Here for your every need and whim. Old Limes bears gifts, Old 
Limes bears essence for his mistress.” As he set the sack down, his elbow brushed against Robin. Old Limes’ head 
snapped towards Robin. “Is someone there?” his milky-white eyes seemed to bore into Robin’s. “No one’s allowed in 
here! No one but Old Limes. Permission to enter the lady’s chambers is by special appointment only!” He reached out, 
clawing the air, and almost reached Robin when a voice boomed from beyond the golden doors, causing him to stop.

“Where’s my bags, Limes?” The voice was so loud it might have belonged to ten people speaking at exactly the 
same time. 

Old Limes scratched the air impatiently, but Robin was now lying flat on the floor. As the voice demanded its bags 
once more, the old man shrugged and pushed against the golden doors. He leaned down and swept up the sack and 
stepped through the door. Robin peered from around the half-closed door into the room. 

He only just managed to suppress a scream as he saw the hideous creature within the chamber. On a four-postered 
bed, sprawling against a bank of  pillows, lay a gigantic woman. Her colossal head was bald but for a few tufts of  dirty 
yellow hair, and her scalp gleamed with sweat. Her oversized, vividly blue eyes gazed lazily at the ceiling, her upturned 
nose a tiny protrusion of  skin and bone. But it was the sight of  what lay below her nose that made Robin’s blood feel 
as if  it had turned to ice. For the woman had six mouths and each mewled at once, the sound so loud Robin feared 
he’d surely lose his mind if  she didn’t stop. Her hands flapped in the air as, with great effort, she turned her huge 
head towards Old Limes. “Give me my honey, Limes. Don’t make me wait!” Her eyes rolled back in her head and her 
flabby jowls of  fat quivered. She tried to sit but her thick stumpy body flailed about in her voluminous purple robes.

Old Limes rushed to the woman’s bed, set the sack down, and fumbled inside. He removed a cloth bag and pulled 
out a cork, before inserting a tube inside and passing it to the foul creature. She snatched it and fed the tube into one 
of  her mouths as the others continued to mewl. Her eyes rolled once more and her hands and feet spasmed, causing 
the bed to shake. She reached for Old Limes with her pudgy hands and grabbed his head, demanding more essence.

Old Limes obeyed her and soon there was a tube feeding into each of  her mouths. She suckled like a babe, her 
forehead furrowed in concentration.

Robin stared with morbid curiosity. But as the realization of  what she was feasting on, his and his family’s essence, 
hit him, his fists clenched. “It’s wrong,” he whispered. She grinned, as if  she’d heard him. He shouted then, “It’s 
wrong!” 

Old Limes turned, his sightless eyes widening. “I knew there was an intruder! Knew it! Who goes there?”
The woman rolled her head towards Robin, distaste crossing her face. She snatched a tube from one of  her 

mouths, “Get it out of  my chamber!” 
Old Limes reached for the cord hanging by her immense bed. He yanked it and a distant peal of  bells rang out 

from somewhere below. The old man blundered towards Robin with a rabid snarl, like a half-mad hound. “I said no 
one’s allowed in here!” 
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Before Robin could act, Old Limes had him around the throat, his hands surprisingly strong. He tried to pry the 
old man’s fingers away, but they were unyielding. He punched Old Limes in the chest, sending him sprawling away. 
His head struck the wall with a sickening thump and he fell to the floor, jaw slack, mouth wide open. His milky eyes 
stared up, as sightless in death as they’d been in life.

“I didn’t mean to hurt him,” Robin said, “It was an accident.”
A drumming of  footsteps echoed in the hallway beyond. 
Guards.
Robin ran to the chamber and slammed the golden doors shut. He shoved a table across the doors, taking a 

moment to catch his breath.
“Who are you?”
It took Robin a moment to realize the woman was talking to him. 
“And what did you do with Old Limes?” she added, seemingly unable to lift her head high enough to see her dead 

servant.
“He tried to strangle me,” Robin said, “and I pushed him and…and he died.”
The woman waved a hand. “If  Old Limes is dead then he’s of  no use to me. You can have his job. You can serve 

me. Fetch me more bags. I must feed.”
Robin walked to the bed and picked up a bag. It was as light as air. The sound of  the guards outside was getting 

louder now, but he was too exhausted and numb to react. He unstopped the bag and sniffed from the opening. There 
was no scent, but something seemed to shift within. Robin stopped the bottle with his finger and reached for a tube.

“What do you think you’re doing, boy? The essence isn’t for the likes of  you. It’s for me and me alone. Now feed 
me, or I shall…”

“What? What shall you do?” Robin held her imperious glare with his own. 
She puckered her grotesque lips, before yelling through all six mouths, “Have you executed! For treason! Now 

pass the bag and be quick about it.”
The doors shook and thudded into the table. Robin slumped. He’d failed, and within moments he’d be dead and 

the secret of  what lay beyond the wooden wall would die with him. He threaded the tube into the bag and drank. 
Except it wasn’t really drinking. It was more like swallowing liquid air that tasted a little like ambrosia, except sweeter. 
He clamped his eyes shut as a rush of  energy burst through him. Robin dropped the empty bag and flexed his arms 
and legs, stretching as his bones and muscles teemed with power.

It felt as if  he had so much strength he could lift the white stone house and pitch it across the distant blue 
mountains if  he so wished. Everything looked lighter, the air as clear as ice. There were so many details he hadn’t seen 
before, from the greasy pores on the woman’s face to the vivid pink hue of  the flowers beside her bed. Their scent 
wafted in the air, colliding together to make the sweetest perfume he had ever smelled. But below the perfume was a 
stench of  sweat, decaying flesh and rot. 

Robin picked up another bag.
“Stop!” the woman cried. He ignored her as he unstopped it and swallowed down its contents.
“Give me my bags!” she screamed, “I must have my essence!”
Robin laughed. To think he’d actually been terrified of  the pathetic creature. If  he had wanted to, he could have 

crushed her head with a single hand.
The doors crashed again, the table blocking them shifted. Robin picked up a cabinet and placed it upon the table. 

It would slow them, but not for long. 
He picked up bag after bag, draining one after the other until it felt like his very core was ablaze with power. 
“How dare you!” the woman screamed through her six mouths, the sound almost deafening now that all of  his 

senses were so acute. Robin was about to throw the creature from her bed when he noticed the tube near her pillows. 
He stepped round the bed, following its course. 

He found the source of  the stench of  decay. On the carpet beside the bed lay a dead withered guard, just like the 
corpses that had littered the room of  death. The tube beside the woman’s pillow fed into its emaciated chest. “So 
when you’re not consuming essence,” Robin said, “you consume the guards. No wonder no one apart from Old Limes 
was allowed in here. What will they make of  this when they break down the doors?”
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“I don’t care what anyone thinks!” the woman cried, “I’m the queen. I’m the queen!” Mania glowed feverishly in 
her eyes. She clenched her pudgy hands together. “Now give me my essence!”

“What is it?” Robin asked, “What is the essence?”
She sneered cruelly. “Time. Your time. For every month you live, I take another. As you’ve seen for yourself, it’s 

an exquisite little morsel.”
Robin nodded. “We’re livestock to you, aren’t we? Livestock forced to feed ourselves so you can feed from us. 

They said Hell stands beyond the village, but it was here all along.”
Glee filled the woman’s eyes. “So now that you understand the reason for your existence, be a good little peasant 

and pass me my essence.”
Robin was about to hurl the empty bag at her when the table and cabinet fell to the floor and the door crashed 

open.
As the guards burst into the chamber, Robin ran to meet them. It felt as if  his grin of  anticipation might split his 

face. He batted the first guard’s sword away as if  it were a stick and delivered a punch to the center of  its mask. It 
cracked in half, its painted smile broken. He seized the stunned guard and spun it round, using it as a shield against 
the arc of  another sword. The body spasmed as the sword struck it and he let the corpse fall, pushing his way further 
into the melee and grabbing another guard by the throat. It snapped like a twig. 

A sword bit Robin’s shoulder. It felt no worse than a scratch. He wrenched the blade from his flesh and dropped 
the guard with a swipe of  his knuckle. 

It didn’t take long for the antechamber to be littered with injured, dying, and dead guards. Robin stood over them, 
relishing the cries of  his injured oppressors. 

Two more guards appeared in the corridor. One raised a bow. Robin let it nock an arrow and take aim, looking to 
the gleaming arrowhead and the elaborate weave of  color in the feathers adorning the shaft. He watched the guard’s 
arm tense as it pulled the string back, bringing the arrow level with Robin’s throat. It released the arrow with a twang. 
Robin sidestepped as the arrow flew past, slicing the air. He watched it sail on, into the chamber, its path inevitable. 
The queen’s feverish grin melted as the arrow thudded into her chest. She stared down at it, her mouths falling open, 
her eyes clouding over. 

She died with barely a sigh. Robin turned to the two standing guards. “It looks like you’ve killed your queen.”
They rushed towards him, swords drawn. 
Robin disarmed them both and pushed them away, before leaning over the bed and dragging out the corpse that 

had been secreted there. He pointed to the tube issuing from its chest. “Did you know your monstrous queen fed on 
you, just like she fed on us?” 

One of  the guards muttered, its words unintelligible. Robin reached out and yanked its mask off. Despite his 
feeling of  omnipotence, he was stunned by what he saw. 

Its head was not even vaguely human. It was a bee’s head somehow joined by dark sorcery to a human body. Two 
huge black oval eyes stared back at him from the carpet of  fuzzy auburn hair that covered its face. He watched numbly 
as a pair of  antennae unfurled upon its head. “What are you?”

The guard’s alien face was unreadable. But it didn’t make a single move towards him, or raise its sword. Instead, it 
turned to the other guard and muttered something. 

They dropped to their knees as one. 
The first order Robin gave was for the dead queen’s corpse to be removed. It took six guards to carry her from 

the chamber. They returned for the dead guard left by her bedside and then dragged the other corpses away. Once the 
chamber was empty, Robin sat in a highbacked chair. The energy that had thrummed through him was fading now. 

A tall latticed window looked down upon Hexcombe as dawn lit the sky. The villagers would rise soon, and when 
they did, he would call for them to be gathered together. Then the truth would be revealed and the great wooden 
doors in the wall opened. He couldn’t wait to see their faces as they took in the plains of  grass, the wildflowers and the 
chalky-blue mountains. Robin would leave with them and together they’d seek a new life beyond Hexcombe’s curse. 

But before he did anything more, he would need a draft of  essence. Just to keep himself  awake. Robin pulled the 
cord by the bed and moments later, a guard appeared. “Fetch me essence,” Robin demanded. The guard turned and 
vanished from the room. 
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Robin crossed the room and climbed upon the empty bed. He closed his eyes, just for a moment, and soon fell 
into the deepest sleep. 

Robin awoke to find a pile of  bags on the table beside him. He reached for one and unstopped it; soon, his body 
was blazing with energy. But not quite as much as that first time he had sipped the essence. He lifted another bag and 
emptied it, marveling once more at the glow of  flowers in the vase. Yet the clarity of  their colors was not quite as keen 
as it had been. As he considered leaving the great white house and making his way to the village below, he yawned. 
Another wave of  exhaustion engulfed him, and he dismissed the idea and decided to venture out tomorrow. He would 
feel better then.  

It took four days for the essence to run out entirely. Robin demanded more but the guards merely grunted and 
shook their heads. As he wondered how to interpret their grunts, he thought of  Thomas Huckstone and sent for him.

Huckstone arrived, breathless and red above his yellow robes. He smiled at Robin, as if  they were old friends. “It 
was of  course extraordinary news to hear of  your elevation in the world, Your Majesty.” Huckstone bowed. “Indeed, 
had I known…”

“That you could rule by besting the queen, you would have plunged a knife into her heart years ago,” Robin 
finished. “And now I know it, you will not dare to venture anywhere near me. For if  you do, you will be executed. 
Slowly, and painfully.” 

“Quite right, Your Majesty,” Huckstone took an exaggerated step back. “Quite right. Now how may I serve you?”
“I need more essence.”
Huckstone glanced at the empty bags upon the floor. “That may be a problem. You see, the lunar feast is not for 

another three weeks and...”
“Hold a feast tonight.” Robin could not wait another three weeks. He needed the essence’s potency right now! 
“I don’t know if  the villagers could survive being harvested again so soon. There’s a reason the extraction is only 

performed by the full moon, my king.”
“It wasn’t a suggestion,” Robin said, “It was an order. And if  anyone protests, take them to the great hall.” He 

felt a flicker of  regret, and for a moment he was taken back to the morning he’d tunneled below the wooden wall and 
learned the village’s terrible secret. The day he’d vowed to free his family. 

But his poor mother was probably dead by now and his sisters were young enough to fend for themselves until 
he got his strength back. All he needed was one more draught of  essence and then he could send for everyone and 
set them free.

April 5 1810
Edwin Drabe, 1741-

Addendum

The map in my possession, which showed all supernatural events taking place in the country, had been 
flickering in the Scottish highlands for a number of months now. Yet because of the remoteness of the location 
and more pressing concerns in London, I’d decided to delay visiting the region until circumstances allowed it. 
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Besides, I reasoned, there was surely no human living in such a place, encircled as it was by mountains and 
miles away from any cities or towns. 

I surmised that the events were due to some wandering beast from the Grimwytch, living wild in the 
highlands, and I left it there. It was an error I was soon to regret for the rest of my life. 

For the real cause of the flickering spots soon reached me via my informants. A girl had been found 
wandering by hunters, starved and close to death. They’d taken her to the nearest village hospital where a 
doctor, one of my informants, attended her. He wrote to me at once, and as soon as I read his missive, Sarah 
and I set out on our long journey to the highlands. We arrived in an ancient village of mossy buildings and 
winding streets and met with the doctor. 

He recounted the young lady’s tale. She’d wandered lost after escaping a village called Hexcombe, a place 
enclosed with a vast wooden wall. Inside the village were brutish masked guards and a people enslaved. 

It was only when my informant mentioned the “ambrosia” the villagers were given, and how its very 
absence had desolated this young lady and left her looking like a hag, that I deduced what I was dealing with. 

“What on earth has done this?” The doctor’s handsome face was beset with horror. 
“Your patient is a victim of a chronoswurm,” I replied. “A creature so insidious that even the more murderous 

denizens of the Grimwytch revile them. A chronoswurm is essentially a parasite that feeds off another being’s 
time. From what you’ve told me, it sounds like this one has rather ingeniously cultivated a prison-village where 
humans serve as its source of power.”

“So is that what the masked guards are?” the doctor asked. “Chronoswurms?”
“No,” I replied, “the masked guards are almost certainly a race of creatures known as hivelings. These 

beings have a strangely symbiotic relationship with chronoswurms. Hivelings are thus named because of 
the amount of traits they share with bees, including their heads. And as their name suggests, they seek to 
exist within a hive-like structure as they are almost incapable of independent thought. Which is why they’re 
perfectly content to be ruled by the imperious demands of the chronoswurm.”

“So what are you going to do about it?” His face was contorted with fury as he glanced through his office 
window to the bed containing his charge. The girl indeed looked like a woman fifty years her senior, with a 
lined, drawn face, hollow cheeks, and darkly lined eyes.

“I’ll treat her as best as I can,” I replied, “but my fix will be only of a temporary nature. She must stay 
here and rest while my assistant and I travel to Hexcombe. If we can get to the chronoswurm first, then the 
hivelings will be rendered useless, for they cannot fight without command. Do not worry, the evildoers will be 
punished, but prepare your hospital, for it might soon be filled with patients.”

It took two days to reach Hexcombe, for it was a great distance from the village and we missed the tiny mountain 
pass the first time round and had to double back on ourselves. Finally after climbing the pass, we descended into mist 
and soon found ourselves in a thin forest of  silver birch trees. Beyond the trees was a plain of  grass and wildflowers, 
and at its center, a great wooden wall which seemed to be half  the size of  the mountain. Within the walls was a hill, 
and at its peak a white building which seemed to glow with unnatural light.  

I bid Sarah to wait for my signal and she set up camp in the shelter of  the trees.
It was only as I reached the wall that I realized I had no plan for what I would do next, except to avoid combat 

with the hivelings, for they were known to stop at nothing to protect their ruler. My sidearm and knife would be of  
little use against them.

The gate was ajar, and two guards, who had presumably once manned it, lay dead on the ground with great 
wounds in their chests. They were wearing eerie smiling wooden masks that I removed to reveal the furry, bee-like 
heads that unmistakably identified them as hivelings.

The village was silent, and as I passed through it, it soon became clear that the girl who had escaped and was now 
lying in the doctor’s office might possibly be the last survivor. Everywhere I looked, people lay dead on the ground. 
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Their garb was that of  peasants from centuries past. I wondered if  any of  them had known of  the world beyond the 
mountains. It was a morbid, melancholy thought.

The hiveling corpses were almost as emaciated as the villagers, and it seemed they’d fought each other, united in 
starvation. I turned to a wooded hill, and at its summit was a white stone house. There was no doubt this was the 
chronoswurm’s seat of  power. 

I walked back to the gate and summoned Sarah by signaling to her with a flaming torch. There was little threat 
left in this wretched place, and even if  there were living hivelings remaining, I was certain I could pacify them in their 
weakened state.

Together, we climbed to the house.
A stench of  death hung like mist around the huge white house. I gave Sarah a handkerchief  to clamp over her 

mouth, whilst I did my best to breathe without retching.
We stepped through a high set of  doors. The house was palatial and would not have looked out of  place on a 

country estate, except the decorations and designs that hung on its walls and within its cabinets were not of  earthly 
design. Most were crafts hewn from what looked very much like human bone. Items highly prized by chronoswurms. 

Dead guards lay strewn everywhere, some emaciated through starvation, the less fortunate clearly fed upon. 
I found the feeder upstairs, but it was not a chronoswurm.
It was a boy, nearly a man, and he was lying on a huge bed, curled in a fetal position. There were blood stains 

around his mouth and he looked up at me with a terrible hunger in his eyes. Around the boy lay empty bags, no doubt 
once filled with essence of  time. 

“Help me,” his voice was barely a scratch.”Feed me.”
“Where is the chronoswurm?” I asked.
He looked at me blankly, until I described the monster I sought. He laughed then, a feeble sound. “Dead,” he 

replied, “She was one of  the first to go. I helped in her passing.”
The boy, Robin Miller, went on to tell his tale. It was easily one of  the most unnerving things I’d ever heard. When 

he was finished, he gazed at me once more and begged for food. 
I shook my head. “Food will not sustain you now. You’ve consumed a forbidden substance. You’ve tasted essence. 

Time sacred to human life. Your body craves nothing else now. You’ve eaten the hivelings’ flesh, and it’s clearly done 
little to nourish or sustain you.”

Robin’s eyes fell on Sarah. “Give me a little of  your essence. Please. You don’t need it all.” His voice wheedled like 
that of  any addict.

“Stay away from me,” Sarah replied, and I had never seen her so furious. “I met the girl whose essence you took. 
I saw what was left of  her.”

The look of  resignation in Robin’s eyes gave him the only glimpse of  humanity I’d seen so far. I bade Sarah to 
show him The Book of  Kindly Deaths while I explained its purpose.

“You want to send me to a land of  monsters?” he asked. “Is that what I’ve become?”
I didn’t reply. The evidence of  his depravity was lying all around him. “You can either find solace, of  a kind, by 

traveling to the Grimwytch and facing a term in the midnight prison, or I can write your story down so that it will end 
here. Either way I shall need to document the terrible events that have taken place here.”

Robin stared at me for a long time before he spoke. “Will I ever have essence again?”
“Not in this realm. And I have to counsel you that it’s also most unlikely you’ll find a denizen of  the Grimwytch 

inclined to let you drain them of  time. At least, not willingly.”
He sighed and once more I caught a glimpse of  a boy on the cusp of  manhood. Until his face hardened and any 

semblance of  humanity was gone. “Then write my story. Write my end. And be quick about it.”
And so we did, and herein lies the story of  Robin Miller and the case of  the Hexcombe Horror.

The End
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